Teesdale

FORUM
e-newsletter 2/21
February 2021
This month’s editor is Annie Clouston
This is your online newsletter. It is a forum for you to share and keep in touch with other members,
so please send in your stories, personal experiences, recipes, your subject articles and research,
or something entertaining to make us laugh. Please limit submissions to about 1 page or 350
words, and send them to the Forum Editor.
Next newsletter deadline for contributions: Friday 19 March

Chairman’s Letter – February 2021
Zoom until we meet again!
Many of you will have become used to getting together using Zoom or similar over the last
few months and over 100 of you joined our first monthly meeting of the year in January.
Some Groups are also already meeting in this way and while this does not work for everybody, I would like you to try it out if you are not already using the facility. We have people
who can lead you through the process and help you get set up; get in touch with me
chair@teesdaleu3a.org.uk and I will point you in the right direction.
The simplest way of getting started is to make use of the free service being offered by
Zoom where you can set up a meeting that will run for up to 40 minutes. For longer meetings, you can schedule a coffee break and start the second half as a new meeting.
The second way is to take out a Zoom Pro license. There are annual and monthly subscription packages. I think I would be considered pessimistic to suggest an annual package; the monthly package is about £15. There may be someone associated with your
Group who already has such a license and may be prepared to use it for the benefit of the
Group. The cost could be considered as the equivalent of a room hire charge and be covered by the members of the Group. If the Group has insufficient funds to start this process,
our Treasurer could approve a loan from club funds.
You have nothing to lose but some of your spare time. Like me, you may have more of that
than you want.
Mike Sweeting
Chairman
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IMPORTANT NOTICE FROM MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Membership Renewal
You should recently have received a reminder that membership fees for the year 2021-22
are due at the end of this month. Following many requests to simplify the process you are
now able to send your subscription by Bank Transfer. The Teesdale U3A bank details are:
Account: The Teesdale U3A.

Sort Code: 20-83-73.

Account Number: 03778576.

(Please type 'The Teesdale U3A' in full and quote your membership number and name as
your reference for the bank transfer to make sure we can identify the source of the payment).
Alternatively, you may also renew by sending a cheque made out to ‘Teesdale U3A’ to:
Membership Secretary, 1A Station Terrace, Cotherstone, DL12 9PZ.
Current membership renewal fees are: £5 for an individual member, £10 for two people
living at the same address and £3.50 if you are already a member of another U3A.
To be clear, these reduced rates are only for existing members renewing their membership. The full fee to be paid by new members for 2021-22 is £20.
With very best wishes
Tim Meacham
Next Monthly Meetings by Zoom
25 February at 10.30am The Life of Henry Witham - Richard Witham
25 March at 10.30am Secrets of the Attic - Dr. Tony Nicholson
Tony Nicholson is a retired academic historian. He worked at Teesside University for many
years and was a National Teaching Fellow. He spends most of his retirement researching
and writing, walking and gardening, and giving talks to groups across the North.
Back in 1999, Tony and his family moved into an old house. Up in the attic, they
discovered a small door that had been hidden for years. Once opened, it revealed a gigantic bird’s nest, and amongst the straw, they came across an astonishing collection of
Victorian photographs, souvenirs and letters. The first letter talked of a ’vile woman’
and Tony found himself in the middle of a Victorian love story.
January’s Zoom Meeting
Report by Ian Reid
In the absence of face to face monthly meetings, Teesdale U3A has decided to hold future
meetings via Zoom. The first meeting was held on 27 January when almost 100 members
joined local historian, Chris Lloyd. Chris’s topic was Pits, Pockmarks and Haggerleases:
The Story of Cockfield Fell.
Did you know that Cockfield Fell is England’s largest scheduled ancient monument? Chris
began with an aerial view of the fell and identified several features. These included Iron
Age farmsteads (500 BC), a Romano British settlement (500 AD), a Roman centurion’s
grave, a mound which could have been a Roman rabbit hill, and depressions of former bell
pits and various old railway tracks. Coal mining was an important industry in Cockfield for
many centuries. In the 1700s, coal was transported to Eggleston where it was used in the
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process to smelt lead. Ponies with panniers would have been used initially to carry the
coal and then in 1800s, coal wagons would have been pulled by ponies using rails.
In 1776, George Dixon was investigating the possibility of building a canal from Winston to
Copley through Cockfield to carry coal to other areas. There was a shortage of money to
finance the project but a start was made and even a barge was built. The scheme was not
completed but this was one of the precursors to the building of the Stockton to Darlington
railway. You might still hear the expression ‘send to the Cockerton docks’, which of course
were non-existent. George is credited as being the discoverer of coal gas which he used
for domestic lighting in Gordon House (later to be part of the Gordon House Colliery) with
explosive results.
In 1821, John Dixon surveyed a possible steam railway line across the fell. This was opposed by the Duke of Cleveland although the railway did open in 1825. The Brusselton Incline was a major stumbling block on the line to Shildon where ponies were originally used
to pull the wagons up the hill. The ponies were then put into ‘Dandy Wagons’ and given a
free ride back down. This system was replaced by a steam powered engine at the top of
the hill designed by George Stephenson. At the bottom of the hill, Locomotion No 1 was
waiting to take the goods to Shildon. This system was replaced when a tunnel was built
under the hill in 1842.
Chris referred to reports written in 1854 by a Mr B who was a reporter visiting the area,
describing the life and work of a miner. He even travelled on a Dandy Wagon. Mr B refers
to the growth of intellectual labourers, smoking pipes and reading after their daily bath.
“They enjoy the best of health and are free of accidents.” This was not true, of course.
Chris thought Mr B was a snob.
The North Eastern Railway opened the Bishop Auckland to Barnard Castle line in1863
which featured two magnificent viaducts, the Langleydale and the Lands. The architect
was Sir Thomas Bouch who also designed the famous Tay Bridge. The line was closed in
1962 and the Lands viaduct was blown up. The Gordon House Colliery replaced the bell
pits in 1893 and was closed in 1962.
This was a fascinating and revealing talk about an area which has seen enormous
changes over the centuries and was at the forefront of the industrial revolution where the
scale,
ambition and engineering skill were awe-inspiring. Chris peppered his talk with amusing
anecdotes, some of which might even have been true. Chairman, Mike Sweeting, thanked
the speaker and also Bob Tuddenham who had hosted the event. The next Zoom meeting
will be held on Thursday 25 February at 10.30 am when Richard Witham will be speaking
about the life of Henry Witham.
Teesdale U3A Facebook Page
Our very own Facebook page is called Teesdale U3A Groups. The Spanish ‘Word a Day’
is now on our FB page as well. The link to join is: https://www.facebook.com/groups/
212905290088499/
This is a private group and is accessed/postings by permission only. Any problems
joining, please contact Phil (more in a later newsletter) at bissec@teesdaleu3a.org.uk or
Lusia at groups@teesdaleu3a.org.uk
We can easily share information about both our U3A meetings and activities and other
groups’ initiatives in our area.
If you are not already a member of Facebook: Do you know that you can open a
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Facebook account and have only one friend which is Teesdale U3A? You can just reject
anyone else that wants to be in contact with you. As a private group, only other members
of Teesdale U3A can read anything that you write or put on our Facebook page.

What have the groups been up to…?
Art Appreciation - a message from Roger Stanyon
If you are interested in architecture, there are some excellent programmes on the TV.
The best is The Art of Architecture on Sky Arts which is now in its second series. I would
recommend the second programme of the second series which covers the amazing building of the Cambridge Central Mosque, designed by Marks Barfield Architects who also designed the London Eye. The
Atrium is shown to the left.
There is also Ugly House to
Lovely House and Grand
Designs, both on Channel 4.
They are worth investigating
but very variable.
Best wishes to you all
Roger

Room to Read Book Group
Cold Comfort Farm by Stella Gibbons
Reviewed by Liz Hewlett
Five of us zoomed together this month to discuss the novel that catapulted Gibbons to
fame in the 1930s and has remained a firm favourite for many people. The story revolves
around a rather sophisticated young lady, Flora Poste, who finds herself orphaned in her
twentieth year and decides she possesses “every art and grace save that of earning her
own living.” Despite being urged by her friend, Mrs. Smiling, to find a job, she decides to
foist herself instead on a willing family member. In fact, she goes to live with a whole tribe
of eccentric and glowering relatives in deepest, darkest Sussex. The Starkadder family are
headed by Great Aunt Ada Doom (who rules from afar, refusing to come down from her
bedroom except for momentous occasions) and is full of quirky characters with rural
names like Amos, Seth and Reuben. Into this far from bucolic setting of Cold Comfort
Farm, Flora injects her metropolitan perspective and resolves to improve their lives,
whether they wish to be saved from ruin or not.
The first point to be made is that this novel is not meant to be taken seriously; it has not
even the weakest links with reality. How much enjoyment is derived from the book depends on the reader’s reaction to the humour and absurdity of the story. Written in a lively
and satirical spirit, it is a parody of the rural melodrama, penned by Lawrence and Hardy,
and more specifically Mary Webb’s The Golden Arrow. It also cleverly spoofs the rather
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superior Austen-esque heroine who agrees that “it was too true that life as she is lived had
a way of being curiously different from life as described by novelists.” There are also obvious references to the Brontes with an orphaned main character, a dark brooding male and
maybe even the mad woman in the attic.
To say all the characters are somewhat bizarre is an understatement. Even the urbane Mrs
Smiling is unusual, given her obsession with brassieres and coterie of love-struck admirers. The rural folks are even more eccentric, though we all agreed they were fun. Even
the cows’ names are fun – Pointless, Feckless, etc. The writing style is also much admired:
lots of wry observations and quite hilarious asides. We all agreed Gibbons was an acute
observer of human frailty, but we were not sure that the structure was good. It starts at
quite a slow pace but then rushes towards the end, as if she was desperate to finish. Also,
the sci-fi elements were not sufficiently developed, as if the concept was not fully realised.
Overall results: 4/5 as a book group suggestion – lots to discuss here. 3.5/5 to recommend
to friends, but we all felt we would be very selective which friends we would include.
Next month - Wednesday 17 March, The Shadow Lines by Amitav Ghosh
Please contact annie@cloustons.uk if you would like to join us.
Gardening Group
Report by Pauline Fawcett
Hello Everyone
I hope you are all still fit and healthy (and not putting on weight like me!) and have had
your 1st vaccination. The weather seems to be getting warmer on the whole and snowdrops and daffodils are starting to appear in the garden.
There is still no news of gardens being open to the public although I have had an e-mail
from Helmsley Walled Garden updating me on what is going on in the garden (it’s pretty
water-logged) and they have hopes (COVID-19 and weather-dependent) of opening in late
March. I have also heard from one of our members about an interesting wildflower garden
that looks worth a visit – Three Hagges Meadow, Escrick, near York. It is a member of
the Wood Meadows Trust.
The National Garden Scheme are doing some online talks, charging £10 and still have virtual garden visits on their website which you can watch for a donation. www.ngs.org.uk
Zoom Meetings: I have been contacted by a gardener, George Lockwood, who does
zoom meetings but we would need more than the 4 or 5 members who initially showed interest to join to make it worthwhile. So, if you think you might be prepared to give it a go,
please get in touch.
Geography Group Zoom Meeting
Report by Les Knight January 2021
Twenty-eight attended the virtual meeting of the Geography Group on the 21 January at
which Les Knight, a member of the group, gave a demonstration of a Geographic Information System (GIS). A GIS is a computer program designed to display digital maps and associated spatial data. Today, everyone has used one, perhaps unknowingly. Each time you
ask Google for the nearest Indian restaurant, or ask how many COVID cases are in your
area, you are interacting with a GIS, often showing the results as a map. Until recently,
they were the prerogative of large organisations who could afford powerful computers, expensive software and pay for digital mapping. All this has changed now and one of the
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aims of the talk was to demonstrate that anyone with a modern computer and with a modicum of computer knowledge can make use of them at home for free.
The democratisation of GISs has come about for three reasons. Firstly, the massive
increase in computer power available in modern home computers. Secondly, the release
of Quantum GIS (QGIS), a completely free, fully functional program maintained by a
consortium of over 200 programmers worldwide. Lastly, the availability of a wide range of
free digital mapping and satellite images that can be used as a backcloth for your data.
When we think of maps in Great Britain, we tend to think of the Ordnance Survey (OS) and
their excellent mapping. Unfortunately, the Government has taken a very short-sighted
approach and has required the OS to make a profit, which it can only do by selling their
most popular mapping including their Explorer and Landranger series. This led to a campaign in the Guardian to ‘Free our Data’; after all, as taxpayers, we have already paid for
the mapping through our taxes, why should we have to pay twice? In typical British style,
the Government has acted ‘too little too late’ and allowed the OS to release digital mapping for free but not for their most popular products mentioned above. This, plus the availability of accurate hand-held Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers, set in motion a
trend for individuals to collectively create and share their own maps. These Open Street
Maps are now available for free and cover large parts of the world. They are used by organisations such as Apple, Facebook, Uber etc. and are undermining the values of the OS
mapping.
After demonstrating a range of types of free digital mapping available for Britain, data on
the distribution of more than 20,000 lichens recorded in North West Yorkshire was shown
against various mapping backgrounds. The flexibility to change how these can be shown,
including colour coding the results by characteristics of the data, e.g. year recorded, was
demonstrated. By using the mouse to select a point, it is possible to interrogate directly the
underlying data emphasising that a GIS is not just a map but a display of spatially distributed data. An example of a map ready to be printed is shown below. In this case, it is
the distribution of glacial erratics derived from the Shap Granite that comes to the surface
north of Tebay, Cumberland.
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After coffee, Les showed how to incorporate historical maps available only as pictures and
how to create your own maps by drawing lines and polygons using other mapping as a
background. This can be used, for example, to show ancient trackways and perhaps varying land use within individual fields, etc.
In summary, today, the main limitation of what can be shown with spatial data using a GIS
is only limited by the imagination of the user. A beginner’s guide to QGIS can be found at:
Celebrating Our Woodland Heritage QGIS 3.4.6 Manual https://www.celebrate-our-woodland.co.uk/
February Geography Report by Jenny Lee
This month the geography group decided to try something different on Zoom. Instead of
just having one presenter we had five…. It could have gone disastrously wrong!
To everyone's amazement, not least the long-suffering Bob Tuddenham who has coached
and cajoled us through the mysteries of Zoom, it was a real success and Gerald Blake
introduced the session with a mild degree of trepidation.
Pete Harding kicked off with an excellent quiz which left many of us feeling dreadfully
ignorant, but once we’d been given the answers, we had fuel for many a dinner party
conversation - if we ever go to dinner parties again. We now know everything, from which
are the longest rivers in England to the population of China, and brisk arguments took
place over the definition of arable land. Who said U3A people are not competitive?
David Yeadon amazed us by following the path of two raindrops which fell on the B4101,
just south-west of Birmingham. Apparently it's a watershed (I banished the image of a
wooden shed sitting in the middle of the B4101). A raindrop, if it landed on one side of the
road would travel 80 miles via Bristol to the Atlantic whereas the raindrop falling on the
other side of the road would travel a huge 120 miles via Grimsby to the North Sea. David
then directed us to the website: https://www.wwf.org.uk/uk-rivers-map which he showed
will give lots more fascinating information about precisely where rivers are and their health.

Rose Pude then whisked us off on a hot, sunlit journey to Menorca; her talk was packed
with interesting information. We learned, for instance, that the northern half of the island
was made of rocks over 400 million years old whereas the southern part was made of
limestone rocks of just around 20 million years old or less. It has a typically Mediterranean
climate of warm, wet winters and hot, dry summers. Staggeringly, there are no rivers at all
on this island and water has to be gathered from underground aquifers which can be contaminated by sea water or sewage, so tap water is not safe to drink anywhere on the island. Although she'd gone primarily to look at the flowers (she found 73 different types),
she discovered many more areas of interest and we learned something about the history,
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farming (which in the east seems to be challenging because of the dry climate) and
tourism, which took off in the 1980s.

After a short break, Jenny Lee got everybody's brains back into gear by transporting the
group back over 12,000 years and quizzing them on what Teesdale would have looked like
during the last period of glaciation and what, amazingly, still remains to be seen today.
Surprisingly, the evidence is there all around us, particularly in Upper Teesdale and people
were asked to name the 10 pictured glacial features. Extra points were handed out for
those who could explain how they were formed, and competition was once against stiff!
Who knew that we had a mini Edinburgh Castle and Royal mile in the form of our own
glacial Crag and Tail, formed as the Teesdale glacier ground its way over a stubbornly hard
bit of dolerite rock at Holwick?

Finally, Phil Johnson introduced us to a marine traffic website which gives a wealth of information about shipping. It can tell people which ships are coming into which ports, what
nautical mph they are doing and even what the ship looks like. There really are no secrets
anymore! People who are monitoring their own fleets www.fleetmon.com can see where
their vessels are going and the general traffic flow. They can also see, in real time, local
weather imports and any accidents that are happening.
The app, http://www.ukflightaware.com/ is useful if you are sitting in an airport waiting for
your plane. In real time, you can see where it is and what is happening to it. He finished off
by presenting us with a world map which beautifully showed the main routes for all aircraft
during one week in February. Fascinating!
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All in all, a thoroughly enjoyable way of spending the windy, rainy afternoon in our all-toofamiliar houses!

Historical Environment
Report by Tim Meacham
Once again this has to be a short update as we await the PM’s long-promised road map
on Monday. I am not anticipating an imminent return to face-to-face group meetings, so will
be setting a quiz for March. However, I will publish during March a series of provisional visits starting in April, followed by indoor meetings for next autumn. The focus of the visits will
be on outdoor venues for obvious reasons: Roman Piercebridge was on last year’s schedule and it may be possible to follow up Chris Lloyd’s talk on Cockfield Fell with a visit to
that site. Of course, these will be subject not only to the law of the land allowing us to
meet, but also to the situation improving to the point that enough members feel confident
in joining us. Things should be somewhat clearer by the time you receive the March Forum. Here’s hoping!
Painting Group
Report by Val Hobbs
After a successful start with our creative endeavours for last month's project, our February
topic set by Anne, Landscape in Winter, fitted in well with the Arctic weather conditions
we’ve all been experiencing recently!
The idea was to either take a photograph of the garden in snow, or work with the view from
the window, the former probably being the better option due to the weather vagaries of this
time of year! Anne suggested that we use a restricted palette, but yet harmonious colours,
such as sepia, burnt sienna and ultramarine to create strong tonal contrasts for the dark
shapes of trees and buildings. As a technique, she proposed we try using wet on wet
painting to achieve soft hazy effects.
This proved to be a wonderful challenge...I think all our learning curves steepened greatly.
I didn't realise until I began to paint my snowy garden, that there are more shades of blue
in snow than you could ever imagine! I imagine it could become quite an addiction seeking
out wintry scenes to paint. I for one, will be watching for the return of the white stuff, if only
just an icing sugar sprinkling.
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January Philosophy Group
Report by Wallace Anderson
Schopenhauer (1788 -1860)
We found Schopenhauer difficult.
Most philosophers are at heart optimists. Although they cannot prove the world has a
purpose, they assume it has. They do not deny the evil, ugly and some apparently
purposeless aspects of the world, but they think they count for a lot less than the more
positive aspects. Schopenhauer took precisely the opposite point of view. According to him
(and Sunderland supporters) life is painful and it would be better not to have been born.
The World as Will and Representation was first published in 1818, but Schopenhauer kept
working on it for years, producing a much longer version in 1844. He described the Will as
a single, unified, directionless indifferent force behind everything that is. We can glimpse
this World as Will through our own actions and also through our experience of the arts
especially music.
Unlike most Western philosophers of his time, Schopenhauer had read widely in Eastern
philosophy. He thought that if we could only recognize the true nature of reality, we would
behave very differently and might avoid some of the bleaker features of the human condition. His message was very close to the Buddha's. The Buddha taught that all life involves
suffering but that at a deep level there is no such thing as ‘the self’: if we recognise that,
we can achieve enlightenment.
We tried to understand Schopenhauer by posing some questions for discussion.
• Was Schopenhauer a Pessimist or a Realist?
• Did Schopenhauer‘s (and then Nietzsche’s) experiences with war affect their
philosophy?
• It is said that Schopenhauer adopted the central idea of the ancient Greeks that the
universe was driven by a vast blind will.
• How does Schopenhauer reconcile his pessimism with one of his underlying solutions of compassion?
• Both Schopenhauer (and Nietzsche) looked to the arts for some sort of connection
with or compensation from The Will. Why would anyone want to connect to The Will
as he describes it?
• Schopenhauer was the first Western philosopher to study Eastern philosophy. How
does he connect this with The Will and his attempt to resolve his underlying
assumption that the world has no purpose?
Science and Technology Group Report
Zoom Meeting 8 February 2021
Models and Simulation
Roy Tranter's presentation about Models and Simulation was particularly apt at this time
as over the last year we have heard plenty about models for COVID-19 infections, climate
change, the weather and Artificial Intelligence.
Roy started by saying that models are simply descriptions of objects or process. They can
be either physical models, such models used to examine wind flow patterns in a wind tunnel or pieces of sculpture, or they can be mathematical, and based on some theory or em10

pirical description. Simulations are models where there is no exact theory or description or
the exact model is too complex to use.
The focus of this talk was on how mathematical models can be created, the issues that
need to be understood to get a successful model and the interpretation of results from a
model.
A very simple model was used relating the fuel consumption displayed by most modern
cars, to the true fuel consumption of the car. The model was taken through several stages
of complexity to highlight that assumptions are an important part of models and they need
to be properly identified and understood. Real data from 3 cars was used to test the models and showed that:
•

a simple model might not fit the data in which case the model has to be modified

•

models must reflect the variability in real data - the predictions are best estimates
and there is a range of values in which it is probable that the actual value lies

•

a model that works well in one situation might not work in a similar situation

•

it can be difficult to understand just how the parameters of a model relate to the real
world

One of the models developed by Roy, when he was working, for an in-process monitoring
system, was described briefly. It was developed before the system was installed to ensure
that the signal it produced would actually respond to changes in the product. It did, and
the system operated for several years before production stopped.
The final part of the talk was, very topically, about modelling the spread of an infection.
The aim here was not to describe the models currently being used for the COVID-19 infection, or any other infection, but to look at the principles of developing such a model.
An empirical model was developed of a single infected person, who had a partner and
about 20 other potential contacts. It was shown how probability distributions of different
shapes could be used to determine the length of the infection stages, who was contacted
and when, the infectiousness of a person and the susceptibility of a person to infection.
The rapid increase in complexity became clear very quickly as new people were infected.
Apart from the ability to make predictions, test "What if?" scenarios and get guidance for
future control of the system, the act of developing a model frequently leads to a better
understanding of the system being modelled, particularly when the model does not reflect
reality properly! But there are several cautions. Nearly all models are approximations and
only give best estimate predictions - the predictions have associated uncertainties and it is
vital that these are visible and understood. Failure to do this leads to the misrepresentation and misinterpretation of the model's results and the not infrequent sensational reporting in news and press. Finally, the model must be checked against the real world data. If
there is a discrepancy it is because the model is wrong and needs to be modified, not that
the data is wrong and needs to be selected to fit the model!
The next meeting will be on Monday 8 March at 10.30am, again by Zoom. Group members are invited to make a short contribution about a prediction that has been made in the
past (just how far back is not specified!) and how it has panned out.
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Spanish Group Reports by Lusia McAnna
Spanish Word a Day
The group has now reached the heady heights of 235 words, although, as pointed out to
me by one member, with the daily phrases sent using that word, we have covered substantially more than that.
Thankfully, or not, there are still quite a few words left to learn to have a really diverse
vocabulary.

Spanish Conversation
We are now having regular monthly Zoom meetings for those who are comfortable with
that medium, but are also continuing the monthly written work as well.
January’s topic was The Worst or Best Journey of My Life and as usual triggered some
very entertaining stories and vocabulary. One member reminisced about a post retirement,
mainly solo 14-day journey by bicycle from Penzance to John O’Groats; of meeting many
interesting characters along the way, but thankfully no savage animals. The Crask Inn with
its peat fires and porridge-making landlord won the prize for the most welcoming overnight
stay.
Another member recalled a school trip, their first time in London, 60 years ago, when just a
shy country lad. The mini-skirted teacher, Miss Hurt, having strictly warned the group that
they must all stay together, managed to get separated from them, by the Underground
train door closing on her, leaving 10 crying children hurtling towards who knows where.
Thankfully a kind lady got out of them that they had been heading for the Tower of London
and got them off at that station and waited with them until the traumatised Miss Hurt arrived on the next train. The children had a great story to tell their parents and Miss Hurt
resigned from teaching not long after marrying her boyfriend.
Another member was briefly working at a school in Devon in 1982 and the Head was very
keen on school trips. The first was to be 2 weeks teaching on a cruise that parents had
been saving up for 2 years to pay for, but due to the Falklands War, the cruise ship was
commandeered, so the cruise was cancelled. He then tried to take the children to London
for a week, but there was a strike on buses and the Underground. Then he planned a new
trip and got them on a coach to go to Cambridge. Halfway there, a lad on the back seat
said “Please sir, there is a smell of burning back here.” They had only just evacuated the
bus when it went up in flames and the only thing that survived was a box of apples. The
poor headmaster then had a nervous breakdown and couldn’t work for 6 months. The
same school once took 600 children by private train to London and came back with 601!
There was a lad from Plymouth also on a day trip to London who had decided to play a
trick on his teachers.
Once a member took a week-long school trip to Paris and only realised at Dover that he
had forgotten his own passport. A Polish teacher with them had dual nationality and both
passports with her, so they had the same number of passports as people and luckily customs didn’t bother checking the passports carefully at any of the borders.
Forty years ago, one member got his first motorbike and after 2 weeks’ practice, set off
from Darlington to tour Northern France with a tent. Due to his inexperience, he had an
accident at Leicester and after a 3-day break when the bike and he were sufficiently
mended,
continued the journey. After a severe bout of sea sickness on the ferry, he
arrived in a dark, gloomy, rainy France and was rained on non-stop for 3 days and decided
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that he was giving up and going home. Next morning the sun shone and continued to do
so for 3 weeks and he visited the Bayeux tapestry, the cathedral at Coutances and Mont St
Michel, made hay on a farm for 3 days, and his last night was spent eating lobster and
drinking Pernod until 2.00am with a French couple when he suddenly realised that the
worst holiday he had ever had had become the best holiday ever.
One member remembers hiring a 4x4 jeep to visit a monastery high in the picturesque hills
of Cyprus, only to find that the road was often only just a car width with hair pin bends, a
steep cliff on one side and an extremely long drop down on the other - no barriers, just a
drop. There was nowhere to turn back and meeting a tourist minibus that passed on the
cliff side, scraping the side of the jeep and pushing it ever nearer to the precipice was
cause for severe palpitations. Both the driver and passenger had their eyes semi-closed
on the
journey back down and never had sea level looked so wonderful.
February’s topic is My Favourite Entertainer.
Stay safe and take care. Cuídense Lusia McAnna

Wildflower Group
January 2021 Report by Rose Pude
In January, there are very few wildflowers to be seen. Some members did see gorse
bushes in sunny places in flower. There is a saying going back to at least the mid19th century: 'When gorse is out of bloom, kissing is out of fashion.’ This refers to the fact that
gorse can be found in flower nearly all the time. Celandines were spotted by Ruth Stables
in Eggleston and Jane Harrison near Richmond, but in Barnard Castle, I only saw foliage,
not even a flower bud. Jane also noticed some pussy willow flower buds opening. Even
the snowdrops that usually come out early January did not appear until the end of the
month.
I did see some butterbur shoots emerging from the ground in Deepdale Nature Reserve
but the flower buds had been eaten leaving just a ring of protective scales.
Several different fungi were seen by members including black knot, yellow brain and
hare’s lip. I saw a lichen I had not noticed before. Sue Knight identified it from a photo as
a beard lichen. Its presence indicates our air is of good quality as it does not tolerate pollution.
Celia Chapple noticed the overwintering rosettes of spear thistle in pastures. She did some
research and wrote an article about why they are one of the five plants classified as injurious under the Weeds Act 1959. Another article was about a brief field trip made by Mr
Gissing, a pharmacist from Wakefield, to Teesdale in June 1864 in search of our special
wildflowers. He wrote an account of his trip that was published in the West Riding Journal,
The Naturalist. Fortunately, all the flowers he saw are still found in Teesdale although
some are not as abundant as in mid-Victorian times.
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Butterbur shoot with the flower buds eaten away
I wrote an article about the reintroduction of white-tailed eagles to England. These magnificent birds, also known as sea eagles, were successfully reintroduced to Scotland in the
1970s. Juvenile birds are being released on the Isle of Wight. They will not breed for
about five years but before they settle down they spend the summer months exploring.
One female travelled as far as Scotland and spent a few days near Barnard Castle on her
way south.
Wine Notes February 2021
from Tim Meacham
Our January meeting actually took place on 4 February thanks to snow at the end of
January.
It was worth waiting for as all four white wines in particular found favour with the ten members who attended (online, of course!). As a tribute to our friends and one-time colleagues
in Europe, we roamed (if only!) around that continent, starting in Slovenia where the Krasno Ribolla Gialla 2018 (13% and £8.49 from Majestic), featuring the unusual Ribolla
grape, fulfilled its promise to provide ‘good acidity, dry taste and a soft elegant finish.’ Our
second wine in recent months from the Minho area of Portugal, the crisp Cazas Novas
Alvarinho 2019 (12.5% and £9.99 from Majestic) was also enjoyed by all, while our surprise high-price offering, the French Louis Latour Pouilly-Fuisse 2019 (13% and
£24.19) put the cat among the pigeons. Although a couple of members spotted the extra
quality here, most members preferred the two cheaper wines. Our last white, the Domaine
De La Tourmaline 2019 (12% and £9.99 from Majestic) provided the smokiness of a typical Muscadet Sur Lie from Eastern Provence: another strong ‘yes’ from the panel at a
reasonable price for a prestigious wine.
For our reds, we moved to Austria and Germany, perhaps both better known for their
whites. We were pleasantly surprised by our Austrian example, the Von Der Land
Zweigelt 2019 (13% and £9.99 from Majestic). This may not have been over-strong but
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was described by one member as ‘red wine for those who don’t like red wine!’ On the other
hand, the German Ernst Loosen Winemaker’s Select 2018 (13.5% and £9.99 from Majestic) suffered from a lack of ‘oomph’ and a bitter aftertaste. Ah well, five out of six is not
bad.
All the wines, apart from the Louis Latour, are still available from Majestic and all three
whites in particular come heartily recommended by our group. The next meeting will be on
Thursday 19 March, possibly once again online but watch this space!

TRAVELOGUES
Travels and Travails in Eastern Europe No 8
by David Yeadon
Once again in Belgrade, I am sitting in the airport departure lounge, waiting for a flight to
Athens. I am on my way home, but the quirkiness of airline ticketing means that it is
cheaper to fly Belgrade – Athens – London than Belgrade – London direct. I am quite
happy with this, as we have an office and store of ships' paint in Pireaus (the port of
Athens), and the Director, who sports the wonderful name of Manthos Papachristoforou, is
a good friend, and it would be nice to meet up with him and his family. Whilst sitting in the
Belgrade airport lounge, I am aware that someone near me needs to attend to some serious body odour and clothes washing, as the smell of paprika is overwhelming! I look
around – no-one – it's me! Food availability in Yugoslavia is plentiful but seasonal, and it
has just been the paprika season. Sometimes it was nothing but spring onions. I do what I
can to freshen myself up, but for the next few days, despite showers and changes of
clothes, I am profusely exuding a powerful paprika scent!
In Athens I visit Manthos and his family. They live in a sixth floor flat in a district of Athens
called Kalithea. This translates from Greek as 'good view.' Manthos explains that at one
time he did have a 'kali thea' all of the way down to the sea at Pireaus, but now, directly
opposite, there is a block of flats completely blocking his view. Building regulations tended
to be ignored, and all sorts of 'naughty stuff' would go on. More recently, there was a big
surge in the sale of Astro Turf, which was used to camouflage outdoor swimming pools
from spying helicopters belonging to the Greek equivalent of our HMRC – an outdoor pool
indicated that the owners were much wealthier than they indicated on their tax returns! I
had three days in Athens, so decide to take the one-hour fast boat over to the island of
Aegina in the bay of Athens, for a couple of days R 'n R. In a harbour-side restaurant at
night, I get chatting to a couple from Devon, all the time apologizing for the paprika fumes.
We all know the 'it's a small world' thing – but they knew my cousin who lived in the next
village in Devon, and when they travelled to Scotland, they always called into the 'George
and Dragon' in Boldron, which is about 50 yards from my house!

North East State, Nigeria 1973-74: A VSO’s life in Low Cost
by Annie Clouston
How we domesticated our surroundings
When we arrived in Low Cost, a Nigerian version of community housing, we were without
the basics. No cooking facilities, no pots, no pans, no fridge. The water came out of the tap
(when it came at all) as slightly diluted mud carrying with it the risk of enteric disease, most
frighteningly, cholera. The business of safe water was virtually impossible to achieve without equipment - first a bucket, then a swish of alum (later found to be associated with
Alzheimer’s) to settle the sediment, then the long boil, then the long cool.
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It became obvious that equipment would not be forthcoming without an assertive message
to the NE State Education Department about our requirements. This had to be made in
person. I knew - given the status of women - my assertiveness would be ineffective, so we
decided that my husband, Ian, would take the school bus with the very savvy school bus
driver, Ibrahim, to the state capital, Maiduguri, to plead for some kit for the two volunteer
households that needed it.
Our clear instruction from the British Council was that we were NEVER to pay dashes
(gifts of dosh that oiled wheels), and anyway, this wasn’t possible because that was another thing - there was no sign of a pay cheque. Ian’s technique was simple: sit outside the
main man’s office until he relented. This took the best part of the week. Then he returned
to a hero’s welcome, with two cookers, two fridges, two fans and the pay in the bank. We
were able to get HP on a couple of motor bikes and life was looking a tad more cheerful,
until - and I believe it was a Maiduguri mosquito what dunnit - Ian succumbed to a vicious
attack of malaria that seemed to have breached the quinine barrier.
Next time, I will tell of our experience of health care, my acrobatics (unintended) on a motor bike, the continuing war against goats and curs, and the saga of Mubi Mike.

Heavy Snowfall in Yellowstone by Jane Mardon
The recent snow here in Teesdale reminded me of an unexpected snowfall in Yellowstone
National Park in mid-May about 8 years ago. My friends were on a tandem cycling the
Trans American bike route from the Pacific coast to the Atlantic. Astoria to Yorktown. A long
trip through many states and a challenge even when I went along to drive the support vehicle.
In the first few weeks, we wound our way through Oregon, Idaho and into Montana where
my Dutch friend joined us. There had been cold spells but nothing that caused us difficulties, even though we slept in tents on campsites or occasionally in churches en route,
that opened their doors to weary cyclists. Apart from carrying most of the things we required for sleeping, breakdown and repairs, and food, my responsibilities included finding
a place to sleep each night, erecting the tents, shopping, cooking the meal and so on.
As we entered West
Yellowstone, we decided
to spend a few days
visiting the park with all
its natural wonders and
varied animal and bird
life.
What
an
extraordinary place it is.
Ve r y d i v e r s e - h o t
springs, geysers, mud
pools, all part of the
volcano of Yellowstone.
Spectacular scenery
including, of course, Old
Faithful.
We had a day spotting
bison, elk, bald headed
eagles and beautiful
black bears! Yes, mother
bears with cubs crossing the rivers and open land, heading for the trees. It was a veritable
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feast for our eyes and ears. The last night in the campsite, we ensured all our provisions
were locked away in the van as usual as bears can smell food from quite a distance. When
we heard noises in the night we assumed they were shuffling past us with no interest.
Then we woke up to a white world!
Overnight we’d had several centimeters of snow. The cyclists had their porridge and set off
whilst I had the unenviable task of packing up snow covered tents. I caught them up at the
first continental divide high in the Rockies and we brewed up our usual pot of coffee. After
crossing the continental divide for the second time, the descent began and we headed
towards the Grand Teton Mountain Range. The snow started to melt and soon it had all
disappeared.
Spirits were high as spring was back with us. The tents were drying in the back of the van
and I already had supplies for our evening meal, so I just drove and enjoyed more amazing views of Wyoming.
Just one of our many adventures crossing the USA.
‘Travelling’ on the World’s Most Scenic Railways
by Rose Pude
Last year most of us had our holidays cancelled due to Covid-19. This year, travelling is
also going to be difficult, if not impossible, until the summer or even later. Why not take a
trip from the comfort of your home on one or more of the most scenic railways in the world,
courtesy of the Channel 5 website - My5 TV - Watch Live TV, Stream Episodes, Films and
more. Registration is free but you will have to watch some adverts when you view a
programme.
The actor, Bill Nighy, tells you about the journey, landscape, engineering feats and much
more. Along the way, you meet tourists, railway workers, engineers and historians who will
show you and tell you about the railways and the sights you see. I found this format much
more enjoyable than the usual celebrity presenter interviewing people.
Where do you want to go? Canada, New Zealand, Sri Lanka, or would you prefer to stay
closer to home and go to Cornwall, Scotland or the Lake District? You have the choice of
19 exciting rides. No need to hurry as the episodes are available until September 2023 or
even later.
Zoe Covid Study
Like Hazel and David Yeadon (see article in last month’s newsletter) and 4,603,585 other
people, I have also been reporting via the Zoe telephone app daily since March 2020 to
help with ongoing research about Coronavirus.
As part of the study, I had several Covid tests, thankfully all negative, which was reassuring when you are feeling odd.
You also get regular email updates on the information they have collected and the latest
Covid news, which is very interesting and science based – unlike so many articles in the
media.
The Zoe study still needs more people to report, so that the information is as diverse as
possible and they are now also studying the effect of vaccines, which so many of us have
now had, so please do sign up if you can and help with this very important research. It only
takes a few seconds every day but will help them get vital information to help combat this
virus.
https://covid.joinzoe.com
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The COVID Symptom Study app has been developed by health science company, ZOE. It
is endorsed by the Welsh Government, NHS Wales, the Scottish Government & NHS
Scotland. Data collected is shared with and analysed by King's College London & ZOE research teams.

POETRY
On a Lane in Spring
By John Clare
A Little Lane, the brook runs close beside
And spangles in the sunshine while the fish glide swiftly by
And hedges leafing with the green spring tide
From out their greenery the old birds fly
And chirp and whistle in the morning sun
The pilewort glitters ‘neath the pale blue sky
The little robin has its nest begun
And grass green linnets round the bushes fly
How Mild the Spring Comes in; the daisy buds
Lift up their golden blossoms to the sky
How lovely are the pingles and the woods
Here a beetle runs; and there a fly
Rests on the Arum leaf in bottle green
And all the Spring in this Sweet lane is seen.
Thanks to Roger Stanyon for sending this.
From For Andrew Wood by James Fenton
I think the dead would want us
To weep for what they have lost.
I think our luck in continuing
Is what would affect them most.
But time would find them more generous
And less self-engrossed.
And time would find them generous
As they used to be
And what else would they want from us
But an honoured place in our memory,
A favourite room, a hallowed chair,
Privilege and celebrity?
And so the dead might cause to grieve
And we might make amends
And there might be a pact between
Dead friends and living friends.
What our dead friends would want from us
Would be such living friends.
Remembering much-loved Jim, died 15 February, 2021, aged 88 years.
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Flowers of the Mind
by Reginald Arkell (circa 1934)
Last winter, when I was in bed with the ‘Flu
And a temperature of a hundred and two,
I was telling the gardener what he should do.
You must keep the Neurosis well-watered, I said.
Be certain to weed the Anaemia bed.
The yellow Myopis is getting too tall,
Tie up the Lumbago that grows on the wall.
Those scarlet Convulsions are quite a disgrace,
They’re like the Deliriums all over the place.
The pink Pyorrhoea is covered in blight,
The golden Arthritis has died in the night.
Those little dwarf Asthmas are nearly in Bloom –
But just then the doctor came into the room.
Thank you to Karen Tranter for sending this poem

The Larch - a contribution by Celia Chapple
It’s mid-November on a cloudy day with weak sunshine and a slight breeze. I am walking
through Flatts Wood and with a gust of wind, it starts to rain sparkling drops. Is it snow? I
look across Percy Beck and realise the whole ground is covered with glinting gold needles.
I look up and realise that there is a significant number of tall, sleek larch trees in the
canopy that I hadn’t noticed before.
Despite being widespread today, the European larch (Larix decidua) is not native to
Britain. It was introduced from the
mountains of central
Europe in
th
the 17 century, its creamy brown
sapwood and
red-brown
heartwood desirable for hard and rot
resistant timber.
As you will guess from the species
name – decidua – it is one of a
handful of deciduous evergreens
such as the Dawn Redwood
(Metasequoia glyptostroboides).
Why would a tree species have a
foot in each camp, be coniferous
and deciduous? What does it gain
from it?
A coniferous tree is less dependent on water especially during dissemination and
germination of its seeds. It bears them in a protective cone which can be moved safely by
animals and by air movement. The form of the needles makes them tough and drought resistant with minimal leaf surface available for water evaporation. This means that the larch
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can thrive in a larger range of warm and cold habitats than if it had none of these attributes.
At the same time, the deciduous quality of a larch – withdrawing nutrients, especially
nitrogen, in response to decreasing light and temperature, thereby dropping its needles in
autumn - means that it saves these nutrients for future use and has a faster growth cycle
than a coniferous tree. It can compete well in a coniferous forest as these trees grow in a
pyramidal shape anywhere from 50 to 100 feet up with a 20 to 30 feet spread. Also, bare
branches are less likely to get damaged in winter storms than full ones.
In autumn, larch trees colonies grace the Teesdale landscape with swathes of gold. Have
a look up at the canopy for tall, thin and feathery-branched trees next time you’re in Flatts
Wood.
What to See On a Winter’s Day
It’s easy to think that winter lays bare trees, plants and wildlife activity, but my daily lockdown walk has yielded a surprising array of sightings and three weeks’ worth are condensed here. I present them in the format of The Twelve Days of Christmas. Sing along is
you wish!
On my1st daily walk, Nature gave to me…
a {great spotted} woodpecker tapping on a tree.
On my 2nd daily walk, Nature gave to me…
two bullfinches hiding, and a woodpecker tapping on a tree. Etc….
On my 3rd daily walk, Nature gave to me…
three dunnocks in the hedgerow,…
On my 4th daily walk, Nature gave to me…
four ‘’chwe’’ nuthatch calls,…
On my 5th daily walk, Nature gave to me…
five centimetres of snow,…
On my 6th daily walk, Nature gave to me…
six long-tailed tits a-twittering,…
On my 7th daily walk, Nature gave to me…
seven lapwings grazing,…
On my 8th daily walk, Nature gave to me…
eight yellow broom flowers,…
On my 9th daily walk, Nature gave to me…
nine cascading becks,…
On my 10th daily walk, Nature gave to me…
ten feathery larch trees,…
On my 11th daily walk, Nature gave to me…
eleven snowdrops a-peeking,…
On my 12th daily walk, Nature gave to me…
twelve squirrels chasing squirrels,…
and a roe deer, witches’ brooms in silver birch trees, a yew tree clinging onto a ledge,
snow crystals, and a lot of mud!
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Helping hedgehogs in your garden by Rose Pude
This article, by Rose Pude, is based on an article that appeared in the Wildflower Group December 2020 Newsletter

In a 2016 poll organised by the Royal Society of Biology to find out what was Britain’s
favourite mammal, the hedgehog was the clear winner, getting 36% of the votes. Hedgehogs have been in serious decline since the 1950s when the population in Britain was estimated to be 30 million. Now it is estimated there are only one million left.
There are several factors that have contributed to this dramatic decrease in the number of
hedgehogs. Since the 1950s, agriculture has been become much more intensive with the
loss of hedgerows, the use of pesticides and herbicides and the reduction of permanent
pastures. A lot of countryside has been developed for housing and other buildings. All
these changes have made it harder for hedgehogs and the invertebrates they eat to survive. The dramatic increase in traffic and new main roads have increased the chances of
a hedgehog being run over. Finally, the welcome increase in badger numbers has had
the unfortunate side effect of increased predation of hedgehogs.
There are many things we can do to help hedgehogs flourish in our gardens. Hedgehogs
have large territories and can travel over a mile at night, so it is vital to allow hedgehogs to
travel freely from one garden to another. You can cut a hole in your fences or dig a tunnel
underneath them. Make your garden a haven for creepy-crawlies such as beetles,
earthworms and caterpillars by cultivating a wide variety of plants, leaving logs to decay,
and piling up dead leaves. Minimise the use of pesticides as they kill the animals that
hedgehogs eat. Let the hedgehogs control the numbers of slugs instead of using slug pellets that can poison hedgehogs, other mammals, and birds. Alternatively use a biological
control such as nematodes that infect the slugs with a fatal bacterial disease. Make sure
your garden pond has a ramp or shallow edges so hedgehogs can get out if they fall in it.
Check for the presence of hedgehogs before lighting a bonfire or strimming long grass. In
a dry spell, put out a shallow dish of water and provide supplementary food. Some types
of cat or dog food are suitable, or you can buy specialist hedgehog food.
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Hedgehog. Taken from Ark Wildlife website https://www.arkwildlife.co.uk

This website gives advice and sells suitable feed and other products for all sorts of wildlife.

The goats at Keeper's Barn Cottage on the outskirts of Startforth have had a lovely Christmas
present! The old cable drums they used to sit on are in the background.

RECIPES
Two from Karen Tranter
Danish Spiced Frikadellar
(Krydrede Frikadellar)
250g (8oz) minced beef
250g (8oz) minced pork
1 small grated onion*
150ml (1/4pint) milk
2tbsp flour
1 egg
½ tsp salt
½ tsp ground allspice or nutmeg
Pinch of pepper
Butter for frying
Mix the meat with flour, seasoning, and grated onion. Add milk and egg, and stir well.
Shape the mixture into little oblong balls with a spoon dipped in melted butter. Fry the
frikadellar slowly in the butter until cooked through and browned all over. Serve hot with
potatoes and green vegetables.
* If preferred the onion can be lightly sautéed before adding to the mix.
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Puddle Pudding
A delicious dessert that makes its own sauce
SPONGE:
125g (4oz) butter
250g (8oz) soft brown sugar
2 eggs
75g (3oz) self-raising four
1 tbsp cocoa powder, sifted
SAUCE:
25g (1oz) cocoa powder, sifted
50g (2oz) soft brown sugar
425ml (3/4pt) milk or water
8 tbsp Tia Maria or other coffee liqueur (optional but nice!)
1tbsp icing sugar
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beat together all of the sponge ingredients until light and fluffy
Spread on the base of a greased 1 litre (2pt) oven-proof dish
Mix together cocoa and soft brown sugar and sprinkle over the top of the creamed
mixture
Mix together milk (or water, but milk gives a richer taste), add the liqueur if used, and
pour over the cocoa and sugar on top of the sponge
Bake in the oven at 180°C (350°F), gas Mk 4 for 1 hour or until the sponge is firm to
touch
Dust with icing sugar and serve.

February March Quiz
Match the INVENTIONS and their INVENTORS from the list below
1. Anchor escapement for clocks
2.

Mechanical pencil

3. Collapsible baby buggy
4. Corkscrew
5. Improved seed drill
6. Pedal cycle
7. Mouse trap
8. Modern flushing toilet
9. The first practical steam engine
10. First reflecting telescope
11. Spinning jenny
12. The QWERTY keyboard
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13. First vaccine
14. Jet engine
15. First safety cycle
16. Clockwork radio
17. The English concertina
18. Cats eyes
19. Christmas card
20. First coke consuming blast furnace
21. Lucifer friction match
22. The first incandescent light
23. Dynamite
24. The tuning fork
25. Bouncing bomb

Inventors
James Henry Atkinson, Trevor Bayliss, Sir Henry Cole, Darby Abraham,
Sir Humphrey Davy, James Hargreaves, John Harington,
Rev. Samuel Henshall, Sir Isaac Holden, Robert Hooke, Edward Jenner, Harry John
Lawson, Owen Maclaren, Kirkpatrick Macmillan,
Sampson Mordan & John Isaac Hawkins, Thomas Newcomen,
Sir Isaac Newton, Alfred Bernhard Nobel, Percy Shaw,
Christopher Latham Sholes, John Shore, Jethro Tull, Barnes Wallis
Sir Charles Wheatstone, Sir Frank Whittle

January Quiz Answers
Books with fruit in the title.
1. Grapes
2. Oranges
3. Peach
4. Cherry
5. Apples
6. Blackberry
7. Pomegranate
8. Raisin
9. Orange
10. Mango
11. Strawberry
12. Watermelon
13. Blueberry
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14. Coconut
15. Cherry
16. Plum
17. Pear
18. Teaberry
19. Gooseberry
20. Raspberries
21. Pineapple
22. Huckleberry

Palindromes
(a word, phrase, or sequence that reads the same backwards as forwards)
Red rum, sir, is murder.
Ma is as selfless as I am.
Nurse, I spy gypsies. Run!
A man, a plan, a canal - Panama.
He lived as a devil, eh?

Results of the February Forum Survey
Earlier this month we asked our members to help us decide how we should continue to keep you informed about our U3A in Teesdale. After months of lockdown and
e-newsletters, and the glimmer of hope that we will be returning to Face-to-Face
meetings, we wanted to know whether members would like to keep the e-newsletter
or wanted the return of a printed copy of the Forum. This is critical because printing
costs have escalated and we would have to charge for a paper copy. We had 127
replies - a very good response rate - and very many words of appreciation for the
work Celia and I have put in, very gratifying, thank you.
Here is what you said:
Number who read it online: 99

4 x no answers

1 x sometimes

Number preferring online Forum: 79
How many would pay how much: £1 x 8

£1.50 x 4

£2 x 12

£3 x 5

Whatever it costs x 2
NB Except for one respondent who asked a friend to reply, we must presume that
those without email are unrepresented in the survey.
The report has been sent to the Committee for consideration.
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And now for something silly…
Great Impossible Arch (by Roger Shepard)

New Howlers
1. The dodo is a bird that is nearly decent now.
2. ‘The Complete Angler’ is another name for Euclid because he wrote all about angles.
3. Water is composed of two gins, oxygin and hydrogin. Oxygin is pure gin, hydrogin is
gin and water.
4. Taxes are things that people won’t pay. They are used to keep the roads nice.
5. The wife of a duke is a ducky.
6. The feminine of Czar is Sardine.
7. Degrees of comparison of “Bad” are: bad; very sick; dead.
8. Volcanoes are due to the infernal heat of the world.
9. The watchword of the French Revolution was ‘Liberty, Equality and Infirmity.’
It seems to me that even the memes are getting exhausted by Lockdown

Have a look at …
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